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LITERARY TRAFFICKING: PERFORMING
IDENTITY IN VIOLETTE LEDUC’S LA BA^TARDE
The years 1940–44 represent a rare sunny interlude in Violette Leduc’s auto-
biographical narrative. In her best-selling LaBa^tarde (1964), Leduc’s narrator-
protagonist thrives during the Occupation, encountering for the first time fi-
nancial independence, integration into a community, and emotional fulfilment.
In contrast, the Liberation brings about financial ruin and a return to the
isolation, emotional deadlocks, and misery that characterize Leduc’s pre- and
post-war autobiographical writings. The key to the positive tone of Leduc’s
unusual, if not subversive, account of the war years in La Ba^tarde lies in two
elements of her protagonist’s experience: her venue ›a l’‹ecriture, and her role
as a black-marketeer. Leduc began to write her first autobiographical novel,
L’Asphyxie, in Normandy in 1942, during which time she also became involved
in black market activities, through Maurice Sachs’s contacts in Paris. In the
account of thewar years contained inLaBa^tarde, writing is cast byLeduc’s nar-
rator as a means of reappropriating her origins, of bringing into being a self not
dependent upon oppressive social, class, or gender norms. Black-marketeering
is likewise evoked as a liberating activity, providing the protagonist with the fi-
nancial security she craved. It is not only the case, moreover, that trading on the
black market furnishes Leduc’s narrator with the means to continue to write.
More importantly, the transgressive roles of ‹ecrivaine and trafiquante are closely
and deliberately linked in La Ba^tarde. My argument in this article is twofold:
firstly, I suggest that while other identities appropriated by the heroine of La
Ba^tarde prove more imprisoning than empowering, the dual roles of ‹ecrivaine
and trafiquante are shown to provide her with access to a liminal, marginal space
from and in which she is, at least temporarily, able to carve for herself a new
and less gender-bound identity. Secondly, I argue that black-marketeering also
functions in the text as a vehicle for the exploration of the act of writing, and
more particularly the relationship between writer and reader which is viewed,
at least to some extent, as another form of ‘tra¶cking’.
While the liberating e·ect of the roles of writer and black-marketeer on the
 The extent to which Leduc’s evocation of her experiences of the Occupation period di·ers
from those of other women writers is strikingly apparent if her account of the Liberation of Paris
is compared to that of Simone de Beauvoir. In La Force de l’a^ge Beauvoir’s relation of the final
days of Occupation is typical in its evocation of a sense of shared public euphoria as the Germans
finally retreat from the capital, whereas Leduc’s account of the same period in La Folie en te^te,
her second volume of autobiography, profiles a narrator in a state of self-imposed sequestration,
defying the sounds of collective joy outside with her discordant cries of individual su·ering. See
Simone de Beauvoir, La Force de l’a^ge (Paris: Gallimard, 1960), p. 682; Violette Leduc, La Folie
en te^te (Paris: Gallimard, 1970), p. 11.
 The highly unusual nature of Leduc’s Occupation narrative leads Elizabeth Houlding to
comment that Leduc’s experiencesduring the Occupation resemble less those of the ‘model wives
of prisoners-of-war, the “women who wait” recently studied by Sarah Fishman’ than those of the
‘outlaw’ women ‘whose tales o·er marginal and “less respectable” narratives of Occupied France’
(ElizabethA. Houlding, ‘“L’Envers de la guerre”: The Occupation of Violette Leduc’, in Gender
and Fascism in Modern France, ed. by Melanie Hawthorn and Richard J. Golson (Hanover, NH:
University Press of New England, 1997), pp. 83–100 (p. 84)).
 See Carlo Jansiti,Violette Leduc: biographie (Paris: Grasset, 1999); Henri Raczymow,Maurice
Sachs (Paris: Gallimard, 1988).
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heroine of La Ba^tarde are consistently emphasized by Leduc’s narrator, they
are not presented as any more stable or authentic than the numerous other roles
appropriated by Violette in the course of the narrative. Accounts in Leduc’s
autobiography of her protagonist’s failed attempts to take on a number of
identities existing in Parisian society in the 1930s and 1940s—she hams it up
variously as a glamorous kept woman, a self-su¶cient career girl, a patriotic
soldier’s wife, and a prostitute—are marked by a burlesque tenor. Leduc’s
former self is frequently cast in La Ba^tarde as a kind of vaudeville actress, a
representation of selfhood that subscribes to a somewhat anti-essentialist view
of identity. The emphasis on Violette’s performance of the roles she adopts,
further accentuatedby recurring theatrical imagery, intimates anunderstanding
of identity not as an essence to be revealed, or a part to learn, but as a costume
to don temporarily. As Mireille Brioude notes: ‘A lire l’¥uvre de Leduc on
a l’impression, en e·et, de se trouver devant un th‹ea^tre de glaces o›u chaque
‹ev‹enement, ›a l’image de la perception que le “je” a de lui-me^me, se trouve
grossi, amplifi‹e, dramatis‹e.’ In amanner reminiscent of the ‘Palais desMiroirs’
scene in Jean Genet’s Journal du voleur (1939), in which ‘les badauds de la rue’
witness the confusion faced by individuals caught in a deforming ‘labyrinthe
cloisonn‹e de glaces’,upsilonaspertilde Leduc’s reader is faced with a number of distorted and
occasionally grotesque images of ‘Violette Leduc’, none of which seems from
the reader’s perspective to be a reliable reflection of a ‘true’ self.
Gender identity in particular is presented as a shifting and unstable pheno-
menon in Leduc’s autobiography. Whereas Violette often attempts to take on
a masculine subject-position with Gabriel (he calls her a ‘petit bonhomme’
and she intimates that she would like to play the role of a homosexual partner
in their relationship), she appropriates a hyper-feminine role with Hermine,
dressing up in expensive designer clothes in a parodic imitation of a high-class
kept woman. The reader’s attention is invariably drawn to the artificiality of
both performances. Throughout La Ba^tarde, in fact, there is an element of
self-mockery at the narrator’s failed past attempts to perform certain gender
roles successfully. In a key episode, Leduc’s narrator refers to her own role-play
in self-consciously theatrical terms:
Tambours, c’est plaisant, avec vous c’est le ton juste. Moi aussi je joue: je tapote la
cr›eme Rachel sur mon visage de Nordique. [. . .] Plusieurs pastilles sur la joue gauche,
plusieurs pastilles sur la joue droite puisqu’il faut tapoter avant d’‹etaler, c’est le secret
d’un maquillage naturel, d’un maquillage parfait, pr‹ecisait la vendeuse. [. . .] Tu le sais
tu te pr‹epares pour un cirque, clown e·ac‹e. Tambours, ›a l’entra§^nement, d‹efense de se
fatiguer, je vais entrer dans le cirque, ma piste sera les grands boulevards. (p. 262)
 I refer to the ‘narrator’ to specify the narrative voice of La Ba^tarde that comments on the
action. In contrast, I refer to the character of ‘Violette Leduc’, constructed by and distanced
from the narrator, as ‘Violette’. It is important to add that the distance between the narrator and
Violette varies. Whereas in some passages the narrator appears to share Violette’s perspective,
in other episodes the narrator specifically identifies herself as the ‘present’ narrator, distanced in
terms of both time and space from her past self.
 Mireille Brioude, Violette Leduc: la mise en sc›ene du ‘je’ (Amsterdam and Atlanta: Rodopi,
2000), p. 64.
upsilonaspertilde Jean Genet, Journal du voleur (Paris: Gallimard, 1949), p. 302.
 La Ba^tarde (Paris: Gallimard, 1964), p. 161. Further references to this edition of La Ba^tarde
are given after quotations in the text.
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The drum roll called up by the narrator signifies the over-dramatic entrance
of Violette on the Parisian stage. The narrator’s references to the apparent
transformative powers of ‘natural-looking’ make-up (she will lose her Gallic
ugliness and be transformed into a Nordic beauty) are debunked in ironic
fashion as it is revealed to function as a thick theatrical mask, part of the
stylized, clownish costume she wears in order to act out her part. In e·ect,
the heroine’s performances frequently verge on farce. Her ‘feminine’ character
quickly degenerates into a pathetic mimicry of Parisian street-walkers. Her
embodiment of a ‘masculine’ role in her relationship with Gabriel is hardly
more credible: ‘Je me voulais un concentr‹e de curiosit‹e pour le public d’un caf‹e,
pour le promenoir d’un music-hall [. . .] C’est avec de la fi›evre que j’achetais
mon premier short, un short d’homme, pour une journ‹ee de canotage [. . .]
Dix ans plus tard il m’a dit “Ton short ‹etait trop grand”’ (pp. 215–16). The
extent to which Violette’s various gender identities are set up by the narrator
as so many highly stylized performances endorses Judith Butler’s model of
gendered identity as performative rather than as a predetermined given. In
Gender Trouble, Butler argues that ‘there is no gender identity beyond the
expressions of gender [. . .] identity is performatively constituted by the very
“expressions” that are said to be its results.’ Gender, in other words, is what
you do in a particular context (although Butler makes it clear that individual
agency in relation to gendered identities is always limited), and not who you
are. My emphasis on the ‘performative’ nature of Violette’s variant gender
identities is indebted in this respect to Alex Hughes’s persuasive Butlerian
reading of Leduc’s autobiographical writings in her recent study of French
autobiography. Hughes summarizes thus:
Confronted with the autobiographical textual space that is La Ba^tarde, the reader en-
counters some remarkable—andmutating—chroniclings of sexual/gender possibilities.
[. . .] Their textual inscription troubles, moreover, a number of ‘truths’ about, or con-
ceptualisations of, gender, all of which are addressed if not endorsed by Judith Butler in
her theoretical writings. It troubles, first, the notion that gender in any way constitutes,
or is immutably tied to, a core, primary, either/or phenomenon such as anatomical sex.
Likewise, it troubles our willingness to conceive gender as a static modality of identifi-
catory being or fixed substance, compelling us to regard it instead in the manner which
Butler incites us to regard it: that is, as a ‘kind of becoming or activity’.upsilonasperacute
The stagy and melodramatic performances in which Violette engages, then,
point to a Butlerian understanding of identity as free-floating rather than as
connected to some kind of essence.
Despite the non-essentialist nature of Leduc’s construction of self in her
autobiographical writing, however, Violette is presented as performing some
identities more successfully than others. This is certainly the case in the re-
presentation of the Occupation period contained in La Ba^tarde. Initially, in
 Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity (London and New
York: Routledge, 1990), p. 25.
upsilonasperacute Alex Hughes,Heterographies (Oxford: Berg, 2000), p. 146. Hughes argues, further, that Vio-
lette’s performances are doubly ‘troubling’, in that she does not mime heterosexual norms, but,
rather, moves from the hegemonic to the margins in order to perform ‘something close to the hy-
perbolic femininity of male drag’ (p. 143), taking as her model ‘the feminized, illegitimate, wholly
unnaturalmasculinity [. . .] of the cross-identified folle’ (p. 146).
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agreeing to marry Gabriel, Violette attempts to take on the idealized and ideo-
logically dominant role of a soldier’s wife. The role certainly has much appeal.
As the wife of a soldier, a woman is not only given some financial security, but
is ‘repatriated’ into the French nation:
Mon mari sera soldat, je toucherai l’allocation de femme mari‹ee ›a un soldat, j’aimerai,
je serai sauv‹ee [. . .]. J’‹etais exil‹ee, je suis rapatri‹ee. Mon quatri›eme doigt s’ennuie, il
lui faut son anneau ce petit. Si j’insistais, il me r‹epondrait qu’il est trahi. Tu l’auras ton
alliance, je te le promets. Elle brillera, je ferai valoir les feux du mariage. (p. 381)
Despite its gushing tone, which reflects Violette’s passing but intense enthusi-
asm for conformity, this passage can also be read as an ironic comment on the gap
between women’s expectations of marriage and the reality of their experiences.
Later in the narrative, Violette is required to write propaganda for soldier’s
wives during the Occupation: ‘Il fallait remonter le moral des femmes s‹epar‹ees
de ceux qu’elles aimaient. Je devais inspirer la bonne humeur, l’‹equilibre,
l’entrain, la sant‹e. Je devais, avec du quotidien, construire le pi‹edestal de la
femme au foyer’ (p. 421). Leduc’s narrator ironically contrasts, however, the
non-conformity of her unsuccessful married life and her frustrated sexual de-
sires with the ideals she was to promote in her magazine articles, thus mocking
their inaccuracy and irrelevance:
J’‹ecrivis plusieurs ‹editoriaux. Levez-vous to^t, disais-je aux lectrices. Je me levais ›a onze
heures, je hurlais pour avoir le sexe de Gabriel [. . .]. De l’‹equilibre, de l’‹equilibre
avant tout, Mesdames et Mesdemoiselles. Soignez vos nerfs. Soyez la bonne jardini›ere
de vos nerfs. Une a^me saine dans un corps sain disaient les anciens. Pas une minute ›a
perdre, respirez, la fene^tre ouverte, en vous levant disais-je aux lectrices. Il ‹etait frais
mon ‹equilibre! Lasse d’attendre la r‹ev‹elation, la visitation, je me lib‹erais de l’espoir par
des crises de furie, des menaces de suicide. (pp. 424–25)
It soon becomes apparent that Violette is utterly unsuited to the role of a wife
and future m›ere de famille, and her marriage to Gabriel ends in misery and
abortion. In contrast, her performance of the roles of ‹ecrivaine and trafiquante
is presented by Leduc’s narrator as being much more convincing, and the
adoption and adaptation of these two activities result in an Occupation narrative
that stands apart from those produced by other writers in the post-war period.

So what is it about these apparently dissimilar, even conflicting, enterprises
that renders Leduc’s Occupation narrative a rare success story? I want to sug-
gest that the reason why writing and black-marketeering prove to be liberating
activities for the heroine of La Ba^tarde lies chiefly in the fact that they endow
her with a fresh perspective on the complex dynamics of self–other relation-
ships. Before turning to this in more detail, however, I shall outline briefly
the ways in which self–other relationships are usually represented in Leduc’s
autobiographical writing. Violette’s dealings with others in the first half of La
Ba^tarde are caught in the bondage of a Hegelian master–slave relationship, in
which the self either sadistically fights for dominance or masochistically accepts
subservience. It is on this aspect ofLaBa^tarde that Simone deBeauvoir concen-
trates in the interpretation of Leduc’s autobiography she outlines in her preface

 Margaret Atack comments, for example, that French literature in the post-war period gener-
ally ‘present[s] a pessimistic appraisal of the Occupation’ (Margaret Atack, Literature and the
French Resistance (Manchester:ManchesterUniversity Press, 1989), p. 9).
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to the work. In existentialist mode, Beauvoir reads La Ba^tarde as a tale of a self
caught in a series of claustrophobic self–other relationships, predicated on a
destructive and damaging mother–daughter dyad: ‘L’Autre s’incarnait dans la
m›ere au regard d’acier. ‹Ecras‹ee par elle, l’enfant a voulu totalement s’annihiler.
[. . .] Ni ermite, ni exil‹ee, son malheur c’est de ne conna§^tre avec personne un
rapport de r‹eciprocit‹e: ou l’autre est pour elle un objet, ou elle se fait objet pour
lui’ (pp. 8–9). Hughes further expands on Beauvoir’s reading, showing how the
triangular relationships in which Violette is embroiled in La Ba^tarde constitute
an attempt to avoid one-to-one relationships which conform to the Hegelian
pattern of a master–slave dynamic. For Hughes, Violette’s love for homosexuals
(a love which is tellingly described as ‘un passeport pour l’impossible’ (p. 346))
is another tactic in her attempt to circumnavigate the damaging dynamics of
desire—a tactic which, like the numerous sexual triangles in which she parti-
cipates, ultimately flounders as the relationships are revealed to be ‘predicated
upon amasochism that cannot fail [. . .] to harm her in the long term’. In short,
as Michael Sheringham comments, Violette’s pre-war relationships ‘all come
to embody, in di·erent but endlessly comparable ways, a fairly limited series
of emotional dead-ends, sexual cul-de-sacs, existential impasses’. They bring
little emotional satisfaction to any of the people involved, and lead Violette
further into an ever-deepening state of self-doubt and depression.
In her preface, Beauvoir convincingly argues that writing constitutes Leduc’s
escape hatch from her claustrophobic and imprisoning dealings with others.
Literary creation, Beauvoir suggests, is presented inLa Ba^tarde as the salvation
that enables Violette to transcend her arid emotional life: ‘[l]’‹echec du rapport ›a
autrui a abouti ›a cette forme privil‹egi‹ee de communication: une ¥uvre’ (p. 20).
In other words, the marginality and exclusion that result from Violette’s ap-
parent incapacity to form reciprocal relationships are transformed by Leduc’s
narrator into an essential element of a more positive self-representation as a
solitary and marginalized writer. As Sheringham notes:
In many respects, Leduc’s writing, where theatricalization fosters irony, has a¶nities
with the Bakhtinian Carnivalesque. Moreover, in being staged and worked through,
a pathological danger-area is potentially transformed into a therapeutic playground.
With its escape-hatches and hidden corridors, its endlessly shifting scenery and tem-
poral freedom, writing provides avenues of escape, scope for disappearance as well as
performance.
Leduc’s narrators point to writing as a deliverance from the pain and complex-
ities of human interaction. But in La Ba^tarde the salvatory status of the role of
writer is at least partly shared by that of black-marketeer. Like writing, illicit
trading is viewed as responsible for Violette’s liberation from the disappoint-
ments of her previous incarnations as a ‘femmemari‹ee ›a un soldat’ (p. 381) or as
 Alex Hughes, ‘Desire and its Discontents: Violette Leduc/LaBa^tarde/The Failure of Love’,
in French Erotic Fiction:Women’s Desiring Writing 1880–1990, ed. by Alex Hughes and Kate Ince
(Oxford: Berg, 1996), pp. 69–93 (p. 85).
 Michael Sheringham, ‘TheSovereigntyofSolitude and theGift ofWriting inVioletteLeduc’s
La Folie en te^te’, in Autobiography and the Existential Self: Studies in Modern French Writing, ed.
by Terry Keefe and Edmund Smyth (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 1995), pp. 127–47
(p. 131).
 Sheringham, ‘The Sovereignty’, p. 137.
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‘une femme qui se su¶t’ (p. 405) and from the various claustrophobic master–
slave relationships in which she is trapped. Leduc’s biographers have noted that
black-marketeering played a crucial part in her wartime contentment. Isabelle
de Courtivron comments, for example, that the black market brings Leduc ‘ma-
terial comfort, companionship, and a sense of independence and strength’.
Similarly, Carlo Jansiti argues that ‘la contrebande et ses risques quotidiens
constituent [pour Leduc] une extraordinaire planche de salut’. However, the
representation of the march‹e noir in La Ba^tarde has received scant attention
from literary critics. So why does the role of black-marketeer prove to be such
a liberating one for Leduc’s text-self?
Leduc’s involvement in the activities of the black market can be understood as
subversive in relation to French social norms during the Second World War on
a number of levels. Black marketeering was criminalized by the Vichy regime,
and condemned by the German occupiers, as it was counterproductive to the
financial control of the country’s resources. Making money out of the hardships
of the Occupied urban population during this period was also attacked by
those who were resistant to Vichy as being dangerously close to collaboration.
Furthermore, trading on the black market was transgressive in terms of gender.
Tra¶cking food and supplies was, to some extent, an extension of the traditional
female occupations of grocery shopping and meal preparation, butmaking large
profits from such activities was largely a male privilege. (The extent to which
the illegal trading of foodstu·s from the countryside to the towns during the
Occupation was male-dominated is evoked, for instance, by Leduc’s narrator
in La Ba^tarde when she refers to the ‘fraternit‹e’ of trafiquants.) Although it
involved risks and was o¶cially condemned by both the Vichy authorities and
Resistance groups, attitudes to the black market were marked by hypocrisy
and equivocation. It was deemed convenient by all sectors of the population to
condemn the activity, while silently acquiescing in its existence. As Ian Ousby
comments in his recent account of the Occupation:
Everybody needed the blackmarket, as all the authorities tacitly admitted; nobody liked
a real blackmarketeer.Hardship and the commitment to the syst›emeDmight have called
such profiteers into existence and guaranteed that they should prosper, yet they were
still the easiest of villains to hate.upsilonaspertilde
In reality, the motivations behind black market activity, and the forms which
it took, were multiple and diverse. As Paul Sanders notes: ‘le march‹e noir ac-
cueillit les margoulins et profiteurs de guerre au me^me titre que d’authentiques
entrepreneurs.’ In sum, black-marketeering fell between a number of binary
oppositions—collaboration/resistance, man/woman, self-serving crook/honest
citizen, urban dweller/country dweller—by which individuals were defined dur-
ing the Occupation. While the people involved in the black market ranged from
experienced criminals to altruistic patriots, from out-and-out collaborators to
 Isabelle de Courtivron, ‘From Bastard to Pilgrim: Rites and Writing for Madame’, Yale
French Studies, 72 (1986), 133–46 (p. 133).
 Jansiti,Violette Leduc, p. 125.
upsilonaspertilde Ian Ousby,Occupation: The Ordeal of France 1940–44 (London: Pimlico, 1999), p. 130.
 Paul Sanders,Histoire du march‹e noir (Paris: Perrin, 2001), p. 320.
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members of resistance organizations, it was denounced on all sides of the ideo-
logical spectrum as opportunistic, immoral, and anti-French.
In La Ba^tardeLeduc’s narrator maintains that black market dealings as an il-
licit trader provided her former self with the financial independence she craved,
a·ording her a new and overwhelming sense of pride and self-confidence:
J’ai cru perdre la te^te le premier mois o ›u j’ai gagn‹e trente mille francs. Je partais un
matin de rossignols, de senteurs de liserons ›a ras de terre, je marchais sur la route. Jeme
souviendrai toujours de l’oiseaumodulant mes rentr‹ees d’argent.A une heure dumatin,
apr›es avoir ‹ecrit mes souvenirs d’enfance [. . .] j’ouvre les serruresde ma silencieuse, de
ma divine: ma valise en fibranne. (p. 560)
The attraction is not only due to the large profits to be made and consequent
financial independence, however, but is also due to the liminal status and whi·
of criminality inherent in black-marketeering. Violette is initiated into the black
market by the same person who first encourages her to write: Maurice Sachs,
with whom she ‘elopes’ to Normandy. When he leaves to try his luck elsewhere,
he passes on his list of contacts in Paris. In his account of the period, Sachs,
who had been involved in pre-war illegal trading and so was something of an
old hand, suggests with some satisfaction that flouting the authorities through
black-market activities was widespread: ‘Le march‹e noir battait son plein. Et
qu’allais-je faire sinon du march‹e noir? Je revis quelques amis. A l’exception
des cha^telains, des o¶ciers, des pre^tres et des hommes d’‹etude, de science, de
cabinet, qui ne faisait du march‹e noir?’upsilonasperacute It is implied in La Ba^tarde, though,
that Violette’s initial transactions stem principally from a desire to assume
Maurice’s identity in an attempt to compensate for his absence: ‘Je m’‹etais
promis d’imiter Maurice jusque dans les intonations de sa voix pour gagner
le village comme il l’avait gagn‹e’ (p. 534). The appeal of the black market is
thus at first connected to her original passion for Sachs, who, as a homosexual
Jew, writer, and unreliable man-about-town, was in absolute opposition to the
dominant ideal of a heterosexual, hard-working, and clean-living French citizen
eulogized by o¶cial Vichy rhetoric, and, as such, was a source of fascination.
As it is evoked in La Ba^tarde, Violette’s relationship with Sachs follows the
debilitating pattern of her previous encounters with others, operating accord-
ing to a Hegelian master–slave dynamic in which she masochistically accepts
a subservient role while never ceasing to be frustrated at Sachs’s (predictable)
inability to reciprocate her passionate attachment and sexual yearning. As she
gains in confidence and skill in her new employment, however, Violette’s be-
haviour ceases to function simply as a poor imitation of that of Sachs: ‘Ce
soir c’est avec les formules [de Maurice Sachs] en sautoir que je danse toute
seule. Ce soir je suis l’esclave de Fernand et, croyez-le Maurice, ce n’est pas de
l’esclavage. Ma fleur n’‹etait plus ma fleur quand je vivais pr›es de vous, Maurice
Sachs . . . Une toile d’araign‹ee entre vos pages de Platon’ (p. 543). She is no
longer the meek and willing pupil who follows Sachs’s orders in an attempt
 The decision to leave Normandy in 1942 turned out to be fatal for Sachs, although the exact
circumstances of his death are unknown. He was detained in the German concentration camp at
Fuhlsb •uttel, near Hamburg, and is said to have been shot when unable to continue on a forced
march away from the camp as the Allies encroached in 1944. See Raczymow,Maurice Sachs.
upsilonasperacute Maurice Sachs,La Chasse ›a courre (Paris: Gallimard, 1948), p. 63.
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to bask in his alluring identity but now feels in possession of her actions, and
in control of her environment and relations with others in a way that is dis-
tinct from Sachs’s Platonic ideal, an all-male mentor–mentee model of human
relations. The relationship she enjoys with Fernand ‘le d‹ezingueur’, who il-
legally poaches meat he sells to Violette for trading with wealthy Parisians,
appears not to operate according to the same master–slave model of human
relationships—‘ce n’est pas de l’esclavage’—but on a di·erent and more re-
ciprocal level. In her dealings on the black market, Violette finally adopts an
identity which appears to escape both the constrictions of gender norms and
the enslavement of her previous self–other relationships. She begins to dread
being once again drawn into a constricting self–other relationship in which
she would lose her newly discovered self-confidence: ‘Il sera l›a, je rentrerai
sous terre. Il n’est pas responsable de ce qu’il t’inspire, poussin. Cependant il
m’emprisonne. Ma langue, entre les barreaux de ce grand amour, est toujours
pendante’ (p. 568). There is an implied link here between black-marketeering
and writing, the return of Sachs threatening to bring about not only a loss of
earnings, but a loss of self-expression, her tongue becoming ‘pendante’ in his
presence. In contrast, she begins to feel in his absence a new pleasure in her
own identity and, tellingly, in her own reflection: ‘Satisfaite de ma journ‹ee, de
ma soir‹ee, de Fernand, je m’appelais mon petit coco, mon petit poussin, ma
petite poulette. Je me regardai dans la glace, je vis la te^te d’une femme qui
commenc«ait ›a r‹eussir’ (p. 556). Although the reflected image is not to be taken
as in any way a more ‘truthful’ vision of self, it is clear that the relationship
between Leduc’s narrator and her past self has shifted. Leduc’s narrator is no
longer holding up an image of Violette in the act of performing an exaggerated
and parodic version of a pre-existing role in order to invite the shock or scorn
of the reader. Rather, for the first time Violette does not appear to need her
self-image to be confirmed by the gaze of others, but performs for her own
benefit. As a result, the reader is presented with the portrait of a woman who is
to be admired, even envied, rather than mocked or pitied.
In her literary reproduction of her wartime experiences, Leduc’s black-
market activities are not only recalled with a degree of nostalgic delight, but
are also invested with significant symbolic weight, and are directly and indi-
rectly associated with writing and authorship. Like writing, black-marketeering
provides Leduc’s narrator with a way out from the oppressive cycle of master–
slave relationships in which the protagonist of La Ba^tarde has been hitherto
entangled. Further, as Monique Broc-Lapeyre points out, writing and trading
on the black market alike allowed Leduc to adopt a perspective that was not
dependent upon traditional gender norms:
Le trafic [. . .] a fini dans les trafics d’armes, apr›es avoir commenc‹e par l’‹ecriture [. . .].
Ce n’est pas par hasard. L’entreprise est du me^me genre. [. . .] La litt‹erature, en ef-
fet, provoque un changement de sexe, elle convertit, elle invertit. Elle dresse entre les
e^tres d’autres dangereuses cloisons, confondant les ro^les, jouant sur le clavier infini des
identifications, empe^chant les vraies unions [. . .]. La f‹econdit‹e de la plume st‹erilise les
sexes et les ventres.


 Monique Broc-Lapeyre, ‘Du trafic ›a la litt‹erature’,Critique, 282 (1970), 935–43 (pp. 935–38).
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Broc-Lapeyre’s comments imply that Leduc’s literary and black-marketeering
activities enabled her to subvert gender norms during the Occupation period,
to occupy a liminal position within ‘le clavier infini des identifications’. While
this may or may not be true in terms of Violette Leduc the flesh-and-blood
writer, it is certainly true in relation to her textual avatar in La Ba^tarde.
Both of the wartime identities adopted by Violette prove to be liberating pre-
cisely because they mobilize, subvert, and confuse, or, to use Butler’s terms,
‘trouble’ prevailing gender norms. For instance, Violette’s womanly potential
for reproduction—posited as the defining characteristic of her sex by the prona-
talist discourses validated by the Vichy regime—is e·ectively ‘sterilized’ by her
protagonist’s adoption of roles which confuse traditional categorization. In La
Ba^tarde, the world of the march‹e noir during the Occupation is presented as an
attractively unstable one, free from pre-existing laws and moral codes. Indeed,
the return to stability and to gender norms that the end of the war would bring
about is the stu· of nightmares for Leduc’s narrator: ‘La nuit je re^vais que la
guerre ‹etait finie, que les valeurs rentraient, quemoi, chien galeux, je m’enfuyais
vers un bureau de cho^mage. Je m’‹eveillais tremp‹ee de sueur, je balbutiais que
c’‹etait un cauchemar, je me rendormais’ (p. 441). It is only in the limbo space of
Occupied France, in which she can transcend the limitations usually imposed
by dominant patriarchal power structures, that Violette is cast as being able to
free herself from binary value systems. Only then, Leduc’s narrator implies,
can she begin to write—a pursuit which had previously seemed possible only
for the kind of educated, bohemian, and worldly men such as Sachs that she
encountered in pre-war Paris.
On the one hand, then, it is the transgressive aspect of writing and black-
marketeering, the ways in which they ‘trouble’ dominant gender norms, that
are responsible for their liberating e·ect on the heroine of La Ba^tarde. On the
other, both enterprises allow Leduc’s narrator to chart a way out of imprisoning
relationships with others. More specifically, I want to suggest, finally, that it is
the dynamics of giving and receiving at work in both black-marketeering and
writing that enable Leduc’s narrator to construct a new and gratifying concept
of selfhood—one not based upon aHegelian master–slave model. Gifts between
individuals are a constant feature of Leduc’s autobiographical narrative. In
the context of the enslaving self–other relationships in which she is involved
with Berthe, Hermine, or Gabriel, the o·ering of gifts tends to be a tactic
in the game of domination and self-assertion rather than a genuine means of
exchange or symbol of reciprocity. It is thus a transaction from which neither
party ultimately benefits. The other, and apparently more selfless, kind of giving
discussed by Leduc’s narrator is associated with writing. Certain descriptive
passages in her text, for example, are o·ered as ‘gifts’ for her readers: ‘Lecteur
ch‹eri, je te donnerai ce que j’ai. Je m’absente un moment pour le prendre et te
le rendre’ (p. 413). Here, Leduc’s narrator seems able to engage in the activities
of exchange with others without inevitably being drawn into the debilitating
roles of ‘master’ or ‘slave’. Her gifts of prose to anonymous ‘others’ in the
form of readers appear to enable her to transcend the damaging dynamics of
desire and delight in her solitude as a newly self-reliant and self-confident (if
marginalized) writer. But this somewhat idealized view of the writer as selfless
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supplier of her art is not one that holds true throughout the text. Ultimately,
the giving associated with writing is shown to be closer to the self-interested
giving involved in trading on the black market. Earlier in the narrative, Leduc’s
narrator compares the role of a writer to that of a saleswoman, forced to flog
her wares from door to door:
Je comprends que je suis une repr‹esentante en r‹ecits, contes et nouvelles, je proposerai
la marchandise de porte en porte [. . .]. Je dois gagner ma vie avec un r‹ecit. Vends ta
Chevelure de B‹er‹enice au kilo, ‹epici›ere. Rec«ois les choses, porte-les, garde-les dans ton
gosier. (pp. 405–09)
In a strikingly similar passage, the narrator aligns her role as a black-marketeer
to that of a somewhat grotesque strolling entertainer: ‘Baladin je suis, chantre
je suis, joueur de luth avec mon gigot d’agneau, jongleur-damoiseau avec mes
saucissettes, troubadour avec mes andouillettes, enchanteur avec mes boudins
blancs’ (p. 579). In both of these examples, the narrator equates literary creation
with profiteering, artistic expression with trading. She thus undermines her
idealized construction of a writer as freely giving her words to readers like
alms to the poor. The writer here cuts instead a comic, even pathetic, figure,
performing for the benefit of a paying audience. For Leduc’s narrator, though,
this kind of giving-for-profit is not wholly negative. It allows her to gain from
relationships in a way that her sexual encounters do not, and allows her to
succeed on the margins of a society that, she feels, had previously written her
o·. Despite its rather dubious ethics and transient, shady dealings with others
it involves, black-marketeering turns out for the narrator of La Ba^tarde to be
a productive and enabling model of self–other interaction, and particularly of
writer–reader interaction.
The account of the Occupation in Leduc’s autobiography emphasizes her
protagonist’s independence and strength, her freedom from the restrictions of
more traditional models of female identity. This is mirrored in her new-found
mobility: ‘Ma richesse et beaut‹e dans les sentiers de Normandie, c’‹etait mon
e·ort. J’allais jusqu’au bout de mes r‹esolutions, enfin j’existais’ (p. 607). As
Elizabeth Houlding comments: ‘Leduc is, paradoxically, most at peace when
in motion, most successful and socially integrated when purposefully living in
the margins.’ But equally, there exists a fundamental ambiguity at the heart
of Violette’s enthusiastic adoption of her dual wartime identities of ‹ecrivaine
and trafiquante. Writing and black-marketeering are indeed a form of giving,
and a form of giving that avoids the traps of her previous interactions with
others, but it is a giving that is always based upon self-interest. In a sense, then,
the relationships she forms with her readers/clients are based on deception and
betrayal. In the same way as she will eventually betray the Normandy village
community into which she successfully integrates, her gifts to the reader are
not to be trusted. This is underlined by Leduc’s narrator in La Folie en te^te,
when she points to the dubious nature of her literary gifts to the reader: ‘ ‹Ecrire,
c’est se prostituer, c’est aguicher, c’est se vendre.’ Writing and black-market
trading may superficially allow her to sidestep the limitations of dominant so-
 Houlding, ‘L’Envers de la guerre’, p. 99.
 Leduc,La Folie, p. 586.
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cial structures which act as obstacles to her attainment of a satisfying sense of
self, but this apparent solution to her quest for a stable and authentic identity
is, in the end, illusory. Ultimately, writing and tra¶cking are not enterprises
in which she finally becomes self-su¶cient and transcends the emotional im-
passes of her relationships with others. They are still performances, albeit more
convincing ones. As Leduc’s narrator states inLa Chasse ›a l’amour: ‘Je trafique.
La litt‹erature me d‹etraque. Il faut dire vrai et dire autre chose.’ At the centre
of both activities remains the search for recognition, the need to ‘peddle her
wares’, to have her worth and identity confirmed by others. And, as is the case
with all the other self–other relationships in which Leduc’s narrator engages,
the recognition that she seeks is never fully forthcoming.
 Q’ ,   . F
 Violette Leduc, La Chasse ›a l’amour (Paris: Gallimard, 1973), p. 46.
